VHI Consumer and Business Reports
Empowering More Informed Healthcare Decisions

HEALTHCARE PRICING
Transparency information on how much you might pay for over 31 procedures (including doctors visit, medical tests or surgeries).
* Beginning with 2015 data, information derived from APCD.

ANNUAL LICENSURE SURVEY DATA
Consultants and healthcare providers often use this utilization data for planning and marketing analyses while vendors can use this utilization data for potential sales and marketing strategies.

CARDIAC CARE
1 in 8 hospital stays are for cardiac care. Compare hospitals on death & 30-day readmission rates. Learn about heart attack prevention & warning signs.

LONG-TERM CARE
The differences among nursing facilities, assisted living, home health & other care are described. Learn how to choose the care you need and compare prices. Includes links to helpful resources.

HMOs
One million Virginians are in HMOs. They need pricing, quality and satisfaction information to choose the best HMO for their needs. Find it here.

OUTPATIENT PROCEDURES
Learn about the test or surgery, risks and benefits. Find facilities and learn which procedures are performed and what they charge.

PATIENT SATISFACTION
See the latest consumer ratings of Virginia hospitals. Would they recommend this hospital? Compare hospitals on 10 measures covering comfort, communication and overall care.

INDUSTRY REPORT
Employers & insurance companies use VHI’s Industry Report rankings to choose hospitals and nursing facilities. Banks use it to make loans. You can find the most efficient providers with this report.

www.VHI.org/HealthCarePricing
www.VHI.org/ALSD
www.VHI.org/Cardiac
www.VHI.org/LTC_intro.asp
www.VHI.org/HMO
www.VHI.org/outpatient
www.VHI.org/satisfaction
www.VHI.org/IR